
Sword GRC sees record numbers of risk
managers at GRC Conferences and
Workshops
The GRC Global Conference series goes
from strength to strength with best year
ever

MAIDENHEAD, BERKS, UK, December
10, 2019 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Sword
GRC has announced that its 2019 GRC
Global Conference and Workshop
series has attracted a record 750+
senior risk management professionals.
The series, which comprised three
conferences located in London, Washington DC and Melbourne, and, four workshops in Dublin,
Paris, Chicago and New York, has been the most successful to date, and has received extremely
positive feedback from delegates. The Conferences are designed to provide an environment to
encourage debate, sharing of experiences and a platform for discussing best practice in Risk

Our three Conferences
attracted a wide range of
GRC professionals and
together provide an
enlightening window on the
current state of Risk as
perceived by Enterprises
and business leaders.”

Keith Ricketts, Vice President
of Global Marketing, Sword

GRC

Management in the corporate world.

The Sword Global Conferences featured high profile
keynote speakers including; John Nichol, retired Royal Air
Force navigator, TV presenter and best-selling author of
‘Tornado Down’; Caspar Berry, entrepreneur and
professional poker player; Lynn Brewer, Co-founder of The
Integrity Institute and Enron whistle-blower; Mark Beasely,
Prof. and Director of the ERM Initiative; and, prize winning
author, comedian and artist, Anh Do.
Sword GRC solutions are used by some of the most high
profile organizations in the critical infrastructure, energy,
transportation and finance sectors. Some of which shared
their Risk Management stories with delegates at the
conferences including;

•	Network Rail 
•	Lockheed Martin
•	Yorkshire Building Society
•	Duke Energy
•	Riverstone
•	World Bank
•	Melbourne Airports
•	Transurban
•	Laing O’Rourke

The Sword GRC Workshops covered Risk Management and Policy Management.  The workshop
held in Paris during November was led by Dr. Ariane Chapelle, Associate Professor, University
College London and former Chair of International Finance at the University of Brussels, and

http://www.einpresswire.com
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conducted in French. The three workshops held in New York, Dublin and Chicago were led by the
so-called ‘Father of GRC’, Michael Rasmussen.

Keith Ricketts, Vice President of Global Marketing at Sword GRC said; “Our global GRC
Conference and Workshop series continues to go from strength to strength, with over 750
delegates in total. In addition, we had a further 600+ expressions of interest in the events and
requests for further information.  Of particular note was our Risk Workshop in Paris, conducted
in French was a first for us, which was tremendously well received.
“Our three Conferences attracted a wide range of GRC professionals as well as record numbers
from our growing customer-base. The three events together provide an enlightening window on
the current state of Risk as perceived by Enterprises and business leaders.”

‘State of the Nation’ surveys which were completed by delegates during the three global
conferences are currently being analysed.  Findings will be published early in 2020. 
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